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Showing October 2017:

Soviet Realities

group show
recent work about mixed information
Co-curated by Marc Saviano & Tim Brown

Friday Preview, 
Oct. 6th, 4 – 8pm

Opening:
Saturday, Oct. 7th, 2 - 5pm

Showing Saturdays thru October
gallery hours: Saturdays 12-5pm
by apt 816.582.9812
telephoneboothgallery.com

postcard images:
Artem Loskutov & Marc Saviano

About

Kansas City native Marc Saviano is a multimedia artist, activist, and co-organizer of 
the annual DIY publishing fest, KC Zine Con.  In 2017 Marc traveled for 3 months in 
Russia, exhibiting stickers and posters from his “God Bless Generica” project in 5 
galleries across Siberia.

Tim S. Brown, also a Kansas City native, studied art in Pittsburgh, PA. Currently 
works in IoT maintenance. He has run Telephonebooth gallery since 1995.



Soviet Realites
Gallery Statement

After 1919 rise of Lenin in Russia, dialectic of management theory won. For the next 
70 years State was fraternity of parade Marxism, bad production and vodka. Soviet 
Russia in practice, a system of tributes and pillage covered over with empty talk of 
“communal ownership”.

In this reality of top-down double not-think, people adapted with double irony at their 
communal labor in the worker's state being always enjoyed as private benefit by 
elites. 

“glad to toil for potatoes on this great caviar Comrade, but was 
more necessary for use by great minds and the important endless
revolution” 

So it happened that Russians invented polite inversions to speak truth while living 
under fatuous morons. 

In Red ‘Merka there is not Stalin but similar confusions of self interest and logic by 
oligarchy and their servants. A good example is the term “global warming” being too 
stressful for elites with investments. So media can only say “climate change” as it 
gets hotter. And yet not all of us have stopped measuring the weather.

Red 'Merka is a land of proud rhetorical freedoms, a supreme bully pulpit and the 
most expensive captured democracy untaxed dollars can buy. There are likely many 
more parallels 'Merka has with Soviet Russia. So the title Soviet Realties is about 
exploring these contemporary analogs.

--Tim S. Brown, September 2017


